
DETAILS OF THE 8. MAY THINK TANK IN DEBRECEN 

DEBRECEN 

The Debrecen professional event mostly dealt with the presentations of humanities-related 

service providers. The central topic was the current trends of the domestic labour market, and 

possible future changes. 

The unprecedented development of technology caused distinct changes in the labour market. 

The labour market of today shows an unstoppable trend of decreasing labour, however, at the 

same time, unemployment also appears, and the mass unemployment phenomenon is present. 

These all result in the future importance of employment and aware job seeking. 

In another presentation, it was mentioned how challenges surface from the currently active four 

generations on the labour market, and making them cooperate with their different demands. 

This also needs special competences. 

After the final conclusion, the participants noted that education’s primary duty will be to keep 

knowledge up-to-date, due to the extreme speed of information flow. Motivated, happy and 

self-assured learning adult will become able to extend his/her knowledge in a way that it effects 

both the development of society and the economy. In order to reach as high an employment 

level as possible, it’s necessary to synchronise the education system and the labour market, 

mainly by renewing the former. 

Topics of the event completely overlapped with the goals of the PLM Programme, since 

offering the PLM perspective and knowledge is linked via several channels to people, 

institutions, organisations, enterprises, and labour market equality. The programme finds it 

important, and stresses spreading aware life management methods for the disadvantaged social 

castes. Introducing them its system, as educated labour will find opportunities and their place 

in an organisation much faster, meanwhile, being a more satisfied and useful member of the 

community, for the current labour market wants educated, well-prepared and capable labour 

who know their expected tasks in advance, understand their responsibilities, and see their 

employers’ goals.  



 

The event made it possible to create and strengthen international relations as well, building a 

cooperative network. 

Photo documentation: 

http://www.projectlifemanagement.eu/galeria/ 

Related blog posts: 

http://www.projectlifemanagement.eu/en/new-phenomena-on-the-labour-market/ 

http://www.projectlifemanagement.eu/en/digital-competence/ 
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